
Income Inequality Assignment Task 2 SAMPLES 
 

PRO Universal Basic Income  
 

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2014/08/why-arent-reformicons-pushing-a-guaranteed-basic-

income/375600/ 
 

Summary: 
 Young conservatives seem more likely to support a universal basic income  

 Summit conservatives all right looking to change the method of welfare funding  

 Call Ryan proposes allowing States combined different forms of federal money into a single source 

 These forms include things such as food stamps and housing assistance 

 They maintain that it is inefficient to have so many different federal assistance programs 

  some conservatives support these plans because they feel it reduces government control 

  others disagree and say it is against traditional Republican values 

 Nixon tried to pass a bill unsuccessfully that resembled a universal basic income 

  some have proposed eliminating existing welfare programs and instead of just giving people cash 

 Switzerland is voting on a unconditional basic income bill 

 Some have suggested $3,000 is an appropriate amount 

  there is fear that a ubi could create layabouts  

 

Commentary: 
 

Although it gives me hope that conservatives and Democrats may agree on something such as universal basic income, I 

also fear that this article did not address all of the concerns those such as myself have. I agree that we need to decrease in 

quality and the universal basic income may be a viable method to achieve this, but I also think that eliminating all other 

welfare programs in return for the universal basic income may be a rash decision. Doing this could ultimately hurt the 

poor more than help them and have much of the money that was before going to help those in poverty and channeling it 

into the pocket of middle-class Americans that do not need help. I also worry that this policy could cause Mass inflation 

and the article does not address this concern.  

 

 

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/future-development/2017/02/15/three-reasons-for-universal-basic-income/ 
 

Summary: 
 Article says many countries in the world are starting to look at Universal basic income 

  it also recognizes that many criticize the idea 

 Many poor countries in the world especially ones that are resource-rich could benefit from Universal basic income 

  these countries often generate much revenue with products such as oil but little of the money passes through the 

hands of their citizens 

 Says that if 10% of revenues for oil were put to helping citizens of these countries they could eliminate poverty in 

them 

 Claims that a Ubi would likely eliminate poverty and increase wealth in oil producing countries 

  in countries such as India many wellfare programs fail to reach the poor 

 cities with cash transfers would ensure people get the money that they need 

 people would be able to make more decisions about how the money from the government is spent to help them 

personally 

  these transfers could be done efficiently 

 Universal basic income could help lift the burden off of families due to the advances in artificial intelligence 

  people who may lose their jobs due to technology such as self-driving trucks could rely on the universal basic 

income to prevent themselves from falling into poverty 

 says maybe working a job should not be the only way people can earn an income  

 

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2014/08/why-arent-reformicons-pushing-a-guaranteed-basic-income/375600/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2014/08/why-arent-reformicons-pushing-a-guaranteed-basic-income/375600/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/future-development/2017/02/15/three-reasons-for-universal-basic-income/


Commentary: 
 

I think that this article did a better job at addressing how universal basic income would help the lives of many people all 

over the world. But I also notice that this article, like the last one, did not address the risk of inflation. Maybe my fear that 

a universal basic income would increase inflation is unfounded and in that case I would be less hesitant to support the idea 

of universal basic income, but until this issue is addressed I cannot in good conscience be fully on board. It does strike me 

how many countries in the world make so much money through natural resources, but have so many people in poverty, 

and it does appeal to me to give these people the help that they need through the money that the government makes. It also 

made sense to me that in order to prevent technology taking people's jobs from hurting families and the economy it would 

make sense to take the money that is made from the new technology and redistribute it from the government to individual 

people. finally,  I also think it makes sense that the amount of welfare money to spend on a person should be decided by 

the person that is spent on. With the system we have currently the government decides through various programs, but with 

a universal basic income each individual could put the money towards the things that would be most useful for them. 

 

 

ANTI Universal Basic Income  
Three Arguments Against Guaranteed Basic Income—Foundation for Economic Education 
 

Summary: 
 Many emerging arguments/studies full of hypotheticals in support of UBI 

 Roosevelt Institute: UBI system grows economy, higher UBI = more economic prosperity...ignores major 

issues 

Issue 1: Expensive 

 UBI won’t decrease welfare costs, just transfers them to new, also expensive system 

 Plus, this welfare is given to everyone, not just those who need it 

 Roosevelt institute’s funding ideas don’t help US economy or taxpayers  

 Claim to grow economy with UBI, must increase federal deficit  

 Or, increase taxes (but won’t grow economy...takes back more than UBI gives according to Resolution 

Foundation in the UK) 

 Many people would pay more taxes than they do now 

Issue 2: Incentives not Handouts 

 Major incentive for having a job: financial security 

 Cash handouts to Americans = less incentive to work hard (lose biggest incentive, which is finance) 

 Clinton era: decrease welfare state, employment actually increased  

Issue 3: Welfare State Not Gone 

 Claims: UBI would get rid of the welfare system (but...how?) 

 Making a plan to get rid of welfare system = politically unpopular, especially Social Security for elderly 

(threatens their livelihood) 

 Takes time to transition, would have to pay for both UBI and current system for a period (so many ppl reliant on 

it, can't just take it away) 

 Likely just add UBI on top of current system = more government control 

 Can’t take from one, give to another, and expect perfection 

 Current system is not sustainable, Social Security to run out of funds in a decade (so how could we afford UBI?) 

 

Commentary: 
 Overall it seems that UBI exists as a hypothetical utopia that ignores its dystopian downfalls. The promise of 

economic growth seems like a flat-out lie given the research – increasing the federal deficit would create an illusion of 

economic growth, when in reality deepening the American debt. The option to pay through taxes would be truly 

detrimental and in fact reverse the intended positive impact of a UBI as the level of taxation necessary for such a program 

would potentially take more money out of households than the UBI would put back in, leaving many financially worse 

off. Furthermore, it seems likely that a UBI would do nothing to lessen the rising income inequality in the US. The extra 

income from the UBI could cause individuals to stop working, leaving them with the same income as before and therefore 

leaving inequality at the same level. And of course there's the conservative argument that a UBI would decrease 

government control of private citizens. But upon further inspection this claim is completely backwards as UBI makes 

many individuals increasingly reliant on government funds. Additionally, it is unlikely the current welfare system will 

cease to exist, so adding the UBI will in fact increase government control of the welfare system. 

https://fee.org/articles/the-top-three-arguments-against-a-universal-basic-income/


 

 “Here’s a solution to economic inequity: Invest more in job training”  

 

Summary: 
  Record low national unemployment = opp to aid underemployed/sidelined/employers 

 Need to bridge the “skills gap”...invest more & differently in American workers 

 Community programs helping to train and connect workers to opportunities 

 Programs focus on training for growing industries in the area with expanding job opportunities/labor 

shortages 

 Key to these programs succeeding = “wraparound services”, helping people overcome personal obstacles  

 Education programs, transportation, childcare, housing...make participation in training program possible 

 Financial and employment coaches provide continued support 

 Community-based programs can cater to local needs/economic conditions and workforce 

 Millions of open jobs nationwide and unemployed population to fill it...just need the skills 

 Collaboration of for-profit and nonprofit organizations for successful initiatives 

 Employers contribute their skills and funds, community organizations return well-trained workers to fill jobs 

 

Conclusion: 
 A national initiative focused on equipping individuals with the professional and technical skills to fill jobs that 

require skillful workers would be both beneficial to individuals, companies, and the nation at large. Economic growth 

would be certain as companies would become more productive with more skilled workers, poverty would decrease as 

more people received consistent incomes (and are therefore able to spend more), and tax revenue would increase with the 

increase in people receiving a consistent income. Programs such as these would raise up the lower class, closing some of 

that income inequality gap that exists in the nation with a concrete solution. Furthermore, such a program is a far more 

long term solution than a UBI as it equips individuals with the skills to not only receive a higher income but to work their 

way towards even higher paying jobs. Funneling government funds into community-based programs such as those 

mentioned in the article on a national scale would see a massive payback in worker productivity and consumer spending. 

And, it would surely cost much less (to the government or taxpayers) than would a UBI.  

 

https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2020/03/10/invest-more-job-training-reduce-income-inequality-column/4922248002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2020/03/10/invest-more-job-training-reduce-income-inequality-column/4922248002/

